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1. The trailer for a movie based on this short story asks “are we delving into mysteries we weren’t meant to
know?” and suggests that science might unleash “fearsome forces of unknown worlds” by nuking Antarctica.
This story takes place at “a quarter past seven of a cold November evening” and the narrator is due to have a
day on land the next day so he can dance with the ladies and drink gin. According to a made-up legend by a
character in this story, its title object was created by a man who wanted to create something that was “like an
empty bed beside you all night long” or like the sound of birds flying south because it is “a sound that’s so
alone that no one can miss it.” In this story, McDunn talks about how millions of fish stared at the red and
white light as it flashed after telling a new employee that tonight is the night that ( * ) a creature from the Deep
responds to the sound of the title thing. This story was the inspiration for the super bad movie The Beast From
20,000 Fathoms. For 10 points, name this Ray Bradbury short story about a sea monster who tries to fuck a
lighthouse because of the noise it makes.
ANSWER: “The Fog Horn”
<A question about a specific American short story whose answer is the title of that short story>

2. One of these beings is a mouse that tricked a chicken hawk into diving onto a stake, thereby killing him. To
represent gluttony, one of these beings carries a watermelon all the time after he emerged from Latiku’s
basket along with eggs of a parrot and crow. These beings reside in Wenima and were created by Utetsiti and
Tsityostinako or Naotsiti. Wuyak-kuita is one of these named for his broad face who keeps the grandmother
away from the Palolokong Ceremony and another one named for having a broad face whips people who don’t
clean common areas. The Powamu ceremony is opened by one of these beings called Ahola who is one of the
Wuya. Children are whipped as part of an initiation guided by one of these spirits called Tiamunyi. One of
these beings named Koshari led the way up the spruce tree from the ( * ) Yellow World to the Blue-Green
World. Representations of these beings are carved out of paako, the roots of cottonwood trees, and whitewashed in
kaolin clay. Wupamo is a warrior one of these beings whose types include Momoyam, Popkot, whippers, and chiefs.
Eototo is the father of these spirits who are represented by dancers in religious ceremonies held in kivas. For 10
points, name these ancestral spirits depicted as dolls by the Pueblo people.
ANSWER: kachina(s) doll(s) [or katsinam or katsuna or shiwanna]
<A question on something from a non-science academic category that you think every room at Tricon has a chance at answering but you are
pretty sure Jordan Brownstein doesn't know>

3. An Australian Federal Court found officers guilty for failing to properly search a worker in this industry
before setting literally all of his equipment on fire as soon as they found it in 2008 while he was allegedly
searching for trepang. An act named for Magnuson and Stevens mandates a report on this commodity and
includes sections on how to address IUU and PLMR with the help of RFMOs. The Beverton-Holt model was
developed for this commodity and was extended to scramble competition by the Ricker model. Workers in an
industry centered on this commodity were called in to assist the Chinese military at the disputed Paracel
Islands. The World Bank and the FAO of the UN co-authored a book on lost revenue from an economy based
on this commodity called The Sunken Billions. Palau’s president has admitted to blowing up the equipment of

foreigners seeking this commodity because their reefs are a biodiversity hotspot. Susi Pudjiastuti is a minister
of this commodity for Indonesia who literally blows up competitors vessels as part of a dispute over access to
places like Mischief Reef and Scarborough Shoal. Exclusive economic zones protect rights to harvest this
commodity near shores. An “individual transferable quota” applies to this commodity which is commonly managed
to maximize sustainable yield or catch from a stock. For 10 points, name this commodity that is managed by NOAA
and includes things like halibut and tuna.
ANSWER: international fisheries
<A good question on international relations or "thought about world politics" on an answer that hasn't come up 100 times>

4. This ruler forced a prisoner to admit that he used roaches, gnats, and diseased rodents to aid the previous
regime before deciding to release swarms of flies on his subjects. In a document written by this ruler, he said
that “the good times most decidedly must end” and commented on how delicious it would be to humiliate the
boy favored by the deposed regime. This ruler’s first action was to relocate the palace to a nearby
mountaintop and then to make the previous ruler suffer “abject humiliation” by making him bow to him in
his underwear. He forced the previous ruler to dress as a joker and force fed him ( * ) crackers after that ruler’s
favored prince was exiled to a snowy mountaintop. This ruler locked his female companion in a giant hourglass
filled with sand after she said that his beard was “so twisted.” Before his rise to power, this leader rewrote the law
and used his serpent sceptre to order the princess to marry him if she did not choose a suitor as part of his quest to
become her chump husband and then drop her and her father off a cliff. He rose to power after stealing a lamp that
was originally in the Cave of Wonders but is tricked into wishing to become a genie himself after which he is
trapped in a lamp with Iago. For 10 points, name this Royal Vizier who uses a genie to become the Sultan of
Agrabah.
ANSWER: Jafar
<A history question focusing heavily on wacky/surreal aspects of life under some sort of totalitarian regime>

5. Description acceptable. On this episode, the drummer of “Wednesday With Arthur” vouches that his gaucho
friend can play. One character on this episode complains that his musical groove has been derailed and wants
to “pop” a man who shoots a gun at a bar to gain attention. A character on this episode yells “Hey! You
scared off the tail!” and smashes a beer bottle to make a man “Bleed! Bleed!” before dying in a Belgian
apartment. This episode opens with Corporal Detroit being told to remember that everyone in his company
loves him like a lover when he volunteers to throw a grenade at a pillbox before he gets eaten by one of the
title characters. Some savage native women of the plateau die while fighting against King Zaro and Michael
Ten, the gallery of superior gladiators put together by a man who tries to seduce Claire on this episode. A
jazz band of ape-men join forces with ( * ) Tucker and Pierre to fight T-rexes who are controlled by crystals
embedded in their skulls while the controlled Ilsa fights Jackson. For 10 points, name this episode of Danger 5
where Dr. Mengele has been making the title soldiers in Antarctica.
ANSWER: “Lizard Soldiers of the Third Reich” [accept descriptive answers about Nazi dinosaurs]
<A question on a specific TV episode>

6. This question will be short because Auroni said not to write on it, but I did anyways, sorry. On an episode of
This American Life, this short story’s author read it following “I’m Ferdinand, I’m Glad to Be Your Steak
Tonight” and just before “Dead Animal Man” on an episode about animals, people, death, and God. In this
story, a boy named Len hids behind the entertainment center eating lint. The protagonist of this short story
has a special seat cushion at Larney’s Consenting Adult Viewing Center where he goes with lots of quarters
before deciding not to because he loves Freeda for whom he tries running and rowing and hatha-yoga. The
title character of this story got his MBA by designing a line of light-up Halloween lapel brooches and backed
his car over a fratboy before founding Humane Raccoon Alternatives. For 10 points, name this short story by
George Saunders about an obese executive.

ANSWER: “The 400 Pound CEO”

<A question from any academic category whose answer is something without a Wikipedia page and which contains no clues that can be learned
from Wikipedia>

LIGHTNING ROUND ONE: Things Eliza remembers
<A question written from memory>

For 10 points each, name these things Eliza might have read based on the one or two or so things she remembers
about them that may or may not be true.
1. A kid gets some shoes in this thing that might be a short story or a novel or a novella or something by Ray
Bradbury.
ANSWER: Dandelion Wine
2. Apparently the main character of Breakfast of Champions is not an anthropomorphic one of these things that the
guy from Our Man in Havana sells.
ANSWER: vacuum
3. In this play, there’s a Russian guy who likes taxes and wants to sell trees and a girl who likes accounting, I think.
ANSWER: Uncle Vanya
4. There’s an engineer or a doctor or a sailor or something and he goes to a town where there’s a guy who wears a
white suit and they have a parade and then go to a hut where people with faces painted red and black dance.
ANSWER: _________ [I genuinely have no idea and I hope someone answers this so it stops bothering me because
so far Auroni, Rob, and Will Nediger have been unable to figure it out and I’m starting to worry it was a dream]
5. There is a snowball fight at a school parking lot after a dance and there are some raincoats and maybe a bus
hijacking and maybe something that’s green in this book.
ANSWER: Second Skin
6. I read this in French so I’m going on hazy translation and bad memory, but I think there are some mailmen with
no mouths who ride bikes and a girl who gets summoned to a demon bonfire in this collection of short stories by
Marcel Schwob.
ANSWER: Coeur Double
7. A guy who might be a professor sits in a room and has a rocking chair and then a girl dies on the table because of
a botched abortion.
ANSWER: The End of the Road
8. I didn’t actually read this book when it was assigned in high school, but my classmates convinced me that eating
pigs was foreshadowing a group of boys cannibalizing Piggy.
ANSWER: Lord of the Flies
9. There’s a map and something about dropping something through an eye socket or a hole in a tree to find buried
treasure in this short story.
ANSWER: The Gold Bug
10. The kid gets really covered in pancake batter and also there is a spaceship.
ANSWER: In the Night Kitchen
Bonus movie:
11. A grey cat gets shot in a kitchen in this movie and a guy loses a finger.
ANSWER: The Boondock Saints
7. These first clues are probably not unique and might not be true, but the melody in this song in F-major
enters with a low C quarter note followed by five low C sixteenth notes that do the slidey thing to a low A
eighth note, to two low B sixteenth notes, an F eighth note , and then an F 3/16th note. One section in this
work was inspired by Lucas Van Leyden’s Potiphar’s Wife Shows Joseph’s Gown to Her Husband and earlier
sections were inspired by Sargent’s El Jaleo and Gerard Ter Borch’s The Dancing Couple. This piece is
included as the third track on an album that also contains 22 works by Christophe Beck such as “Heimr

Arnadair,” “Winter’s Waltz,” and “The Trolls.” This work’s title refers to when there is ( * )  music, light,,
fun, and dancing through the night. The singer of this song imitates The Swing while dreaming that she’ll find
romance after imagining herself “gown and all, fetchingly draped against the wall, the picture of sophisticated
grace.” In this song, a girl wonders if she’s elated or gassy and is excited because “the window is open! So’s that
door! I didn’t know they did that anymore!” For 10 points, name this song composed by Robert and
Kristen-Anderson Lopez that is sung by Anna in Frozen when she’s excited to open the castle doors.
ANSWER: “For the First Time in Forever”
<A question on classical/fine art music by an American composer>

8. A character claims he is playing the game “board grass” when caught doing this activity as a kid. Before
starting a class for this activity, a man offers to send over his transcripts from the “walking and chewing gum
school.” A guy starts doing this activity because he misses that Ben was cheating on Desiree and later realizes
he knows who the West Side Rapist is while doing this activity. A vigilante superhero who does this activity
has the skill of “wild syncopation” and throws dust in his enemies’ eyes. On an episode partly titled for this
activity, a consultant realizes that gangsters are shipping drugs in glass while talking to the reporter Reginald
who is a vigilante by night. A therapist makes a man step outside of his comfort zone of reading books about
military strategy to take a class in this activity while waiting for the ( * ) forensic monkeys to identify some lab
trial pills from a car drowning murder. The superhero duo of a man who does this action and The Catch join the
vigilante The Mantis to defeat the Caminos with the help of Jules and Lassie. For 10 points, name this type of
dancing Gus does on Psych.
ANSWER: tap dancing
<A question involving vigilante justice>

9. In one version of this scene, Oprah writes its central character a letter of reference and she dances with a
JetBlue pilot and a bunch of cheerleaders while singing that “what you want is right in front of you.”
Following this scene, a man asks “aren’t we always looking for diversity?” The protagonist of this scene tells
Margot that “once again, we join Hope in the search for her identity” when recapping yesterday’s episode of
Days of Our Lives to prove that she can recall hundreds of important details at the drop of a hat. In this scene,
a girl says that it has come to her attention that “the maintenance staff is switching our toilet paper from
Charmin to generic” ( * ) and bangs a gavel to show how she can command a room. After this scene, a man points
out that its protagonist was in a Ricky Martin video and also designed a line of faux-fur panties for her sorority but
she does have a 4.0 in Fashion Merchandising from UCLA and got a 179 on her LSATs. For 10 points, name this
scene in which a Reese Witherspoon character convinces the folks at Harvard Law School to admit her.
ANSWER: Elle Woods’ video essay from Legally Blonde
<A question about a specific scene from a movie or TV show>

10. This comedian says that “hands-free headsets that everyone is wearing in their ears” makes them “one
part robot and three parts asshole.” This comedian’s career was launched after her friends noticed she was in
that “sweet spot between suicidal and actually dead” because she was eating a cake that had been in the
garbage for a month. While performing at the Helium Comedy Club, this comic says she fell asleep in a park
and some kids wrote “Wash Me” in the filth in her vagina. One joke by this comedian is described as “the
crabs have machine guns now.” The talent agent Snyder recruited this comedian and booked her as an
opener for ( * ) Landslide, a garbage man who makes diarrhea jokes. She said she might as well throw herself in
front of a bus because she’s so ugly she can’t even get a bus to hit on her. After relentless jokes about looking like a
bird, this comedian stopped dry-heaving on stage which is depicted at the Laff House in the episode “Dennis
Reynolds: An Erotic Life.” For 10 points, name this twin sister of Dennis and member of The Gang on It’s Always
Sunny in Philadelphia.
ANSWER: Sweet Dee Reynolds

<A question about standup comedy>

11. The singer of a song about these things says that it is “like a squirrel loose in a church house” and that
song was written by two Beavers. One of these things is called “the Abbot to my Costello” and “the fruit to
my loom.” In the music video for one song, a girl dressed up as Princess Leia uses these things to make a
lightsaber and Carrot Top tucks one of them into bed. Somehow, a music video showing a guy peeing in one
of these things and handing it to his friend to drink won the ACM Video of the Year award in 2011. The
singer praises these things for being “not fore-closeable” but he really hates how easy they crack. A song
about these things was referenced at the end of a performance of “Made in America” during the Make
America Great Again concert. The singer says that when he tries to get lucky, he likes to write his ( * ) name
on these things with a sharpie. These are “the best receptacle for barbecues, tailgates, fairs, and festivals and sir you
do not have a pair of testicles if you prefer drinking from glass.” For 10 points, name these things that Toby Keith
fills up and lifts up before deciding to “proceed to party, proceed to party.”
ANSWER: a red Solo cup
<A question on country, gospel, or bluegrass music>

12. This band changed their name after meeting with their manager, Mr. Hoppes, who said that “beer and
smoking is in” and that one of the band members names was now Sven Voight. Defending this band, their
groupie cutieteen94 advised that “everybody’s got their problems, everybody says the same things to you, it’s
just a matter of how you solve them.” This band behind “Still Waiting” released a follow up called
“Sanctions.” After a fight between two members of this band when one demanded the others private chat
logs, ( * ) the loser said “I don’t want to waste my time, become another casualty of society, I’ll never fall in line.”
This band’s drummer said that he was “trying to keep up above in my head, instead of going under, instead of going
under” to explain why he demanded payment from his bandmate who responded by giving him a “Fat Lip.” For 10
points, name this pop punk band fronted by Eric Mukherjee who wrote “In Too Deep” about bandmate Ike Jose’s
threat of sanctions for future NAQT events.
ANSWER: Sum 45
<A question involving the sum of $45 in some way>

13. One resident of this town says that “the raspberries and anything else that grows here are just as good as
anywhere else.” Cops said that residents of this town are “tired of feeling like circus animals” and forced the
cancellation of a Barbie Jeep Race that was supposed to be hosted here. A resident of this town said a study
about it was “propaganda” and that the study they should have done is about how many people died of
broken hearts after being forced to leave homes they’d lived in for 80 years. A legend says that a priest cursed
this town because of the Molly Maguires and for that reason the St. Ignatius Roman Catholic Church would
be the last building standing, however the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church is the last remaining church in
town. Kathi Womer left this town in the fall of 2016, bringing the town’s population down to five remaining
residents whose land becomes property of the state via eminent domain when they leave. Joan Quigley and David
Dedok don’t agree about the origins of a disaster in this town, but it seems to have started at Odd Fellows Cemetery
and involved a lot of garbage. Highway 61 has been turned into “Graffiti Highway” by this town including a section
of road called Penis Trail because it’s just covered in dicks. This town was the inspiration for the Silent Hill video
games partly because of the steam coming out of cracks in the pavement. This town was more or less abandoned in
1962 due to a coal mine fire that is still burning below it. For 10 points, name this ghost town in Pennsylvania.
ANSWER: Centralia, PA
<A question on a specific city or town in the U.S. that is not a state capital and has a population of less than 50,000>

14. Born in 1732 on Pope’s Creek Estate, he was one of the Foundling Fathers. ( * ) His father was a tobaco
plantar and was the Justice of the Westmoreland County Court.[16] but died of tuberclosis after a trip to
Barbados. This former surveyor wore a military uniform to the Second Continentinental Congerss while he later

made Benjamin Tallmadge form the Culper Ring and ordered the hanging of Major John André. For a quick ten
points, who was this first president that chopped down a cherry tree?
ANSWER: George Washington
<A good bad question on an hard easy current past events topic>

LIGHTNING ROUND TWO: Categories Eliza doesn’t want to write because some parts of this distribution
are reeeeaaaaaalllllllll dumb.
For 10 points each, name these random things from categories Eliza doesn’t want to write on that might not even be
real answerlines because they’re not real distributions.
1. In this movie, Cruella de Vil tries to turn lots of puppies into fur coats.
ANSWER: 101 Dalmatians
<A question whose answer is a number greater than 100>

2. Some chick named Natasha Goldsworth collects a ton of these dolls except for the gothic and punk items
according to a trashy article about a how her “massive” collection “repels men.”
ANSWER: Hello Kitty
<A question related to "collectibles" in some way>

3. I wrote a stupid question for this category, but instead decided to put it in a tournament named for a tweet by this
Twitter account about the celebs being at it again.
ANSWER: dril [or wint]
<A question on something stereotypical of the 2000s as a decade AND A question directly related to Twitter>

4. Apparently, you shouldn’t use this font for environmental design pieces because environmentalists get
subconsciously mad at it because of its associations with Best Buy and other companies, which I learned while
watching a whole movie on this font for one of my undergrad design classes.
ANSWER: Helvetica
<A question about fonts or typesetting>

5. This is an action question. If Hermes Conrad from Futurama were Robin, he would say this catchphrase in this
specific manner.
ANSWER: holy smokes, Batman [but they must say it in a Jamaican accent]
<A question on something that rhymes with “Tron” where power is awarded for answering in the form of Matt Morrison>

6. Did I know what quizbowl was in 2002? Of course not, I was 11 and my family didn’t even have a computer yet.
Instead, name this temperature that it is “in herre” according to a Nelly song.
ANSWER: hot
<A circa-2002 bad NAQT question conceit>

7. This is the exact phrase Eliza would say in response to being asked to write a question about things that were
faddish in the 1970s.
ANSWER: “ha, fuck that shit”
<A question relating directly to stupid beliefs that were faddish in the 1970s>

15. The only one of four non-white people in the music video for this song with a speaking role is being
arrested while shouting “you’re sitting in the front ‘cause I’m sitting in the back.” This song’s music video
opens with a girl waking up at 2pm to a voiceover of someone saying “where is the peanut butter?” In the
music video for this song, the singer rides a triceratops at a party with a girl dressed like Miley Cyrus from
the “Wrecking Ball” music video and a guy in a hot dog suit after spending the afternoon skateboarding and
lighting sparklers on the beach. The singer of this song says that her and her friends “gonna live like there’s
no tomorrow, wouldn’t have it any other way.” This song advises to “call everyone you know, turn up the
radio ‘cause this is our song, we can do no wrong.” The singer of this song says she “gon’ party all night” and
that she doesn’t want the title day to end despite waking up with a hangover from the previous night when she was
“partyin’ partyin’” and having “fun fun fun fun” despite not knowing which seat to take in the car. For 10 points,
name this song by Rebecca Black that was a follow up to “Friday.”

ANSWER: “Saturday”
<A question on the second-most famous creative work by someone who is only famous for one thing>

16. After trying to draw stuffed versions of the central subjects of this work at the American Museum of
Natural History for two years, its creator gave up, bought a crate full of them and brought them to his
apartment where he gave them wine until they were drunk and held still so he could draw from live models.
The sound effect “WEEBK!” is written out when one of this work’s central characters is almost run over by a
boy riding a bike. In one scene from this work, families float past a hexagonal tower while on a flat boat with
a swan decoration. An overweight policeman gestures at the ground with his right hand and holds his billy
club behind his back in one scene from this work that shows a bridge over the ( * ) Charles River in the
background. In this work, Michael calls Clancy and tells him to “send a police car, quick!” just before its central
group reaches the Corner Book Shop after crossing Mount Vernon Street. For 10 points, name this Ian McCloskey
children’s book in which the police stop traffic to let Mrs. Mallard bring her eight offspring to Boston Public
Garden.
ANSWER: Make Way For Ducklings
<A question on comic books or graphical novels with literary merit>

17. Vampire Plant. Jet Jaguar. Kamoebas. M.U.T.O. A baby version. A fake version. A junior version. A
space version. A mecha version. A second mecha version. Millennian. Shockirus. Dorat. M.O.G.U.E.R.A.
Maneater. King Caesar. Giant Octopus. Megalon. Meganulon. Orga. Destoroyah. Monster X. Giant Lizard.
Gabara. Gezora. ( * ) Mystery Bones of Infant Island. Varan. Battra. Biollante. Hedorah. Kiryu. Giant Condor.
Titanosaurus. Megaguirus. Gorosaurus. Ebirah. Baragon. Gigan. Manda. Kamacuras. Minilla. Gaira. Kumonga.
Anguirus. Rodan. King Ghidorah. King Kong. Mothra. For 10 points, these are all monsters fought by what giant
Japanese monster.
ANSWER: Godzilla
<A list tossup of at least 6 lines>

18. This thing’s originator was banished from Rome after barricading himself in his apartment because he
drafted a democratic constitution for the Papal State. Du Pasquier included this thing in a 1918 article along
with similar ideas suggested by Halley, de Moivre, and Euler. T.B. Robertson called this thing “autocatalytic”
and thought its shape was governed by unknown secretions . To make fun of Udny Yule, Edwin Bidwell
Wilson used this thing to suggest there would be ( * ) infinite Canadians in 2020. Gause included Chapman’s
biotic potential in this model when developing his principle of competitive exclusion. When using this model that
was first developed by Verhulst, Lowell Reed and Raymond Pearl extrapolated most parts of it because of limited
census data to estimate future human population size. Lotka and Volterra independently derived this curve when
trying to determine stable growth rates. For 10 points, name this curve used to model density-dependent population
growth.
ANSWER: logistic growth curve [accept sigmoidal curve]
<A science history question>

19. A review of a movie with this title says that “Lena Nazarei and an extra both get topless but it’s not hot in
the least” and summarizes it as being about some sadistic hoodlums creating a white slavery ring. A movie
focusing on this condition received an X rating due to a woman using a scuba diving toy to masturbate in a
bathtub which helped lead to the creation of the NC-17 rating. In a movie about this condition, “Heart of
Sunshine” plays at a strip club where Billy confronts Scott Woods, the kicker who screwed up a field goal
that put Billy in prison for gambling. Antonio Banderas plays a man who kidnaps a former porn star in Tie
Me Up! Tie Me Down!, a Pedro Almodovar movie about this condition. In a song with this title, the singer
says that “hands need warming, early in the morning” and that even though “it makes me sigh, I do believe in
love.” That song by Yo La Tengo shares its name with a ( * ) Muse song of this title in which the singer says

“and we’ll love and we’ll hate and we’ll die all to no avail all to no avail.” Christina Ricci plays a tap dancer who is
forced to pretend she is the wife of Vincent Gallo’s character in a movie about this condition called Buffalo ‘66.
Ethan Hawke and Noomi Rapace are set to star in a movie about the events where this condition was first named
after hostages would not testify against bank robbers in Helsinki. For 10 points, name this condition in which
captives sympathize with their kidnappers.
ANSWER: Stockholm syndrome [accept Helsinki syndrome]
<An “in popular culture” question (a question where the answer is something academic but all the clues are trash)>

20. After having her nose broken by one of these things, Alice Roth was placed on a stretcher and hit by
another one. The BEANO T-13 was a grenade designed to resemble these things. Dave Winfield was charged
with animal cruelty for using one of these things to kill a gull. Christian Lopez returned one of these things
two days after Shannon Stone fell and died, which Lance Berkman said was “part of the game” after Keith
Carmickle also almost fell and died. After one of these items was exploded, it was soaked in beer and boiled to
make pasta sauce at ( * ) Harry Caray’s restaurant. Steve Bartman went into hiding after knocking one of these
away from Moises Alou during game 6 of the 2003 NLCS series which Cubs fans blamed for their loss to the
Marlins. In The Sandlot if this object went over the fence, the game was over. For 10 points, name this object that
pitchers throw and that people try to hit with a bat so they can run to first base.
ANSWER: the baseball
<A question on a thing from baseball that isn’t the name of a player or team>

21. In a song about these people, the singer says “here, lemme get this hunk o’ beans for ya, ya know what
I’m sayin? Ha ha! This better than Rice-a-Roni!” after telling one of them with a “teeny-weeny afro” that it
won’t grow. When one of these people goes “out with my boy last night” Mr. Mixx says it takes a load off his
mind because now he knows the baby ain’t mine.  In one song about these people, the singer says “if that’s the
way it must be, okay, I guess I’ll go on home now, it’s late.” Marquis tells one of these people not to “forget
your bald-headed friend” in a song where one of them is told “you need to shave that stuff” because “all that
hair, it ain’t legit” and compares one of them to ( * ) Cousin It. The singer tells one of these people “don’t walk
on by” and “don’t make me cry” when asking one of these people to “stop a while” “talk a while” and “look my
way.” A song about these people by 2 Live Crew was the subject of copyright violation claims due to its similarity
to a song about them “walking down the street.” For 10 points, name these people that Roy Orbison sang about.
ANSWER: a pretty woman [accept a big hairy, bald-head, or two-timin woman]
<A question involving copyright law>

